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Abstract: Proving that a program suits its speci�cation and thus can be called cor-
rect has been a research subject for many years resulting in a wide range of methods
and formalisms. However, it is a common experience that even systems which have
been proven correct can fail due to physical faults occurring in the system. As com-
puter programs control an increasing part of todays critical infrastructure, the notion
of correctness has been extended to fault tolerance, meaning correctness in the pres-
ence of a certain amount of faulty behavior of the environment. Formalisms to verify
fault-tolerant systems must model faults and faulty behavior in some form or another.
Common ways to do this are based on a notion of transformation either at the pro-
gram or the speci�cation level. We survey the wide range of formal methods to verify
fault-tolerant systems which are based on some form of transformation. Our aim is to
classify these methods, relate them to one another and, thus, structure the area. We
hope that this might faciliate the involvement of researchers into this interesting �eld
of computer science.

Key Words: fault tolerance, speci�cation, veri�cation, transformation, fault model,
failure model

Category: C.4 (fault tolerance; modeling techniques), F.3.1 (mechanical veri�cation;
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1 Introduction

As our daily life increasingly depends on the well-functioning of computer sys-
tems, a system failure due to a programming or design mistake can have catas-
trophic consequences. It is a well-known fact in modern software engineering
that software systems of a certain size almost de�nitely contain such errors;
much design experience and programming discipline are necessary to minimize
their number.

A complementary approach which is sometimes taken is the use of formal
methods in software development. With this approach it is possible to prove
that some system is free of such errors. This results in a very strong notion of
correctness. One drawback of this approach is that the system requirements must
be formulated very precisely; in fact they must be formulated unambiguously in
some mathematical formalism so that the question of whether or not a system
suits its requirements can be reduced to the question whether or not an assertion
is provable in some mathematical system [33]. The formal version of the system
requirements is usually called a (formal) speci�cation. The process of proving
that a given program suits its formal speci�cation is called veri�cation.

Even if computer systems are proved correct, they might fail in practice.
This is mostly due to physical faults in the underlying hardware which cannot
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be avoided. Critical systems must suit their speci�cation even in the presence of
such faults. Systems with this type of property are called fault tolerant. Methods
to prove fault-tolerant systems correct must necessarily explicitly or implicitly
deal with faulty behavior. In this article, we are interested in such formal methods
to verify fault-tolerant systems. More speci�cally, we study those methods which
are based on the notion of a transformation.

A transformation is a very general concept. Usually it means the change of
appearance, form or character of something, especially in a way that improves
its properties. A program transformation for example changes a given program
P into a transformed program P 0. While P 0 may still have some similarities to
P , it will usually have di�erent properties. Mathematically, a program trans-
formation is a function which maps one element of the program domain into
another element of the program domain. Transformations can be de�ned over
arbitrary domains: numbers, sets, programs, systems, formulas of some logic,
even speci�cations.

A system is usually de�ned as a \thing" that interacts with its environment
in a discrete fashion across a well-de�ned boundary (called the interface) [33].
If such interaction takes place, then it is called an open system. If it does not
interact with its environment, then it is called closed. It is usually helpful to think
of a system as being built in a hierarchical manner, i.e. a system is composed of
many subsystems [50]. Each subsystem (sometimes also called a component) can
interact with the other subsystems and the original system interface through its
own interface (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: System, subsystem, interface and interaction.

The use of transformations in fault tolerance usually builds on the view that
a fault-tolerant systems is composed of a basic, fault-intolerant system together
with a set of special fault-tolerance components [53, 7]. As transformations are
often understood as improving properties, adding such components to a sys-
tem which improve on performance or robustness can be viewed as a system
transformation. This can refer to hardware (e.g. adding more main memory or
redundant processors), software (e.g. installing a new replication software) and
thus also to system properties (e.g. robustness or processing speed).

But because transformations also change the properties of an object, it is
not surprising that the concept of a transformation has been adapted in formal
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methods dealing with fault tolerance. As the occurrence of faults obstruct the
normal execution of programs, the e�ects of a faulty environment can be mod-
eled as a transformation at the program level. Equally, faults obviously change
program properties, so the e�ects of faults can be modeled as a transformation
of a speci�cation.

There is a wide range of research literature in fault-tolerant computing which
builds on these ideas. In this article we attempt to classify these methods and,
by doing this, survey the area. The classi�cation is based on the following three
distinctive features:

{ Do the ideas refer to transformations on the system level or on the subsystem
level?

{ Do the ideas refer to transformations of programs or of speci�cations?
{ Do the transformations introduce \good" properties (e.g., fault-tolerance
components) or \bad" properties (e.g., e�ects of faults)?

The resulting eight classes are treated in Sect. 3 and Sect. 4. We start with
transformations on the subsystem level (Sect. 3) followed by transformations
on the system level (Sect. 4). We always treat program transformations �rst
and then speci�cation transformations. This organization might seem a little
overwhelming at �rst sight, but we have chosen this form of presentation because,
from our experience, it is best suited to incrementally present the multiple ideas
of this area in a fashion that clearly separates the concerns involved. In Sect. 5 we
will take up many of the seemingly loose ends of the beforementioned exposition
and present the methodologies and proof techniques in a concise manner.

Sect. 6 will summarize the main points touched in the course of the exposi-
tion, and Sect. 7 concludes this paper and sketches directions for future work.

We assume the reader is an interested novice in the �eld and has some basic
knowledge of logic and formal systems. This assumption allows us to present the
formal preliminaries (e.g. the system model, de�nitions of terms) in a rather con-
densed manner in Sect. 2. If necessary, introductory texts on formal speci�cation
(like the \interview" of Lamport [33]) should be consulted prior to reading this
article. However, as complementary reading, we suggest Rushby's well-written
survey of critical system properties [57].

2 De�nition of Terms

Many re�ned formalisms have been introduced to specify distributed systems.
Instead of following such a particular formalism, we will try to argue at a se-
mantic level on the basis of temporal logic [56, 33]. Briey spoken, in temporal
logic a program is viewed as a generator of behaviors. Arguing at a semantic
level means that we will discuss the properties of programs on the basis of the
generated state sequences rather than using a particular speci�cation language
to express them.

2.1 States and Behaviors

Assume there is a non-empty set of variables V = fv1; : : : ; vng. Each variable vi
can store a value from a �xed value domain Di. The set of all possible combi-
nations of value assignments to variables is called the state space. A state is one
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element from the state space. Consequently, a state predicate (which is usually
expressed as a �rst order logical formula) is a set of states, i.e. a subset of the
state space.

A behavior (or execution) over V is an in�nite sequence � = s0; s1; s2; : : :
of states from V . Finite state sequences are technically turned into in�nite se-
quences by in�nitely repeating the �nal state. Sometimes we explicitly deal with
�nite state sequences. We will call them behavior pre�xes or simply pre�xes. The
transition from one state to the next state is called a step. If (si; si+1) is a step
and si = si+1, then we say that this step is a stuttering step.

Stuttering is an important concept to model program re�nement. Informally
spoken, state transitions at a lower level of abstraction appear in high level
behaviors as stuttering steps. A behavior �1 is equivalent to a behavior �2 if they
contain the identical sequence of states. Two behaviors �1 and �2 are equivalent
under stuttering (or stuttering equivalent) if �1 is equivalent to �2 after removing
all stuttering steps from both �1 and �2. A property is a set of behaviors. We will
assume that a property is always closed under stuttering, i.e. if P is a property
and � 2 P , then P also contains all behaviors which are stuttering equivalent
to �. Note, however, that a property can obviously contain two behaviors which
are not stuttering equivalent.

There are two main types of properties called safety and liveness. Informally,
a safety property states that some \bad" thing never happens. Thus, a safety
property rules out a set of unwanted behavior pre�xes. In general, if a property
is �nitely refutable, then it is a safety property. Formally, a property P is a safety
property i� (if and only if), taken any behavior � 2 P , every pre�x of � is also
in P .

Liveness properties informally state that some \good" thing will eventually
happen. Formally, a property P is a liveness property i� every �nite sequence of
states is a pre�x of a behavior in P . In contrast to safety properties, a liveness
property cannot be refuted by inspecting only a �nite pre�x of a behavior; in�nite
state sequences must be inspected.

As an example, consider a road intersection with a set of tra�c lights. A safety
property S of the system might be: \at all times no two tra�c lights will show
green". This property rules out \bad" things, i.e. unsafe states; the occurrence
of an unsafe state within an execution � disquali�es � from belonging to S. This
relates to the formal de�nition as follows: for any given \safe" execution � 2 S
we thus conclude that no unsafe state occurs in �. Thus, every pre�x of � is
safe. So the de�nition of safety can be seen as ruling out a set of \unwanted"
pre�xes, i.e. all pre�xes that end in an unsafe state.

A simple liveness property of the tra�c light example could state: \every
arriving car will eventually receive a green signal and cross the intersection". The
\good" thing here is the crossing of the intersection, and the term \eventually"
refers to a �xed, �nite but unknown time period. This relates to the formal
de�nition of liveness as follows: consider the �nal state of some behavior pre�x.
In every such state it must still be possible to extend the execution so that this
extension contains a \good" state (i.e., one in which the waiting car has passed).

Other examples of safety properties are partial correctness, mutual exclusion
and deadlock freedom. Conversely, examples of liveness properties comprise ter-
mination, eventual message delivery and starvation freedom. Safety properties
state \whenever the system performs a step, it is a good step", while liveness
properties can capture notions of progress (\the system will eventually perform a
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step"). A state predicate Q implicitly de�nes a safety property denoted Prop(Q)
which consists of all behaviors that start in a state satisfying Q.

2.2 Programs and Speci�cations

As noted above, a program A is viewed as a generator of behaviors. It consists
of

{ a set of variables V ,
{ a state predicate I ,
{ a state transition relation �, and
{ a liveness property L.

The set of variables de�nes the state space of the program and state predicate
I describes the set of possible initial states. The state transition relation is
usually speci�ed by a set of actions. An action is often written in the form
hguardi ! hcommandi which is called a guarded command [13]. The guard is a
state predicate and the command is an atomic assignment of values to a subset
of variables from V . If in some state s the guard of an action evaluates to true,
then we say the action is enabled. A state transition starting from some state s
occurs in the following way:

1. the guards of all actions are evaluated in parallel,
2. one enabled action is chosen,
3. the assignment of this action is executed resulting in the next state.

Note that this execution model also encompasses the usual one-processor serial
type of executions, where the program counter ensures that only one or (in case
of a conditional statement) two actions are enabled. It has been generalized to
also cover parallel and distributed systems.

Formally, an action is a set of pairs of states and a set of actions completely
de�nes the state transition relation �. A state transition relation � implicitly
de�nes a property denoted Prop(�) which is the set of behaviors constructable
using only steps speci�ed by �.

The liveness property L of the program de�nes what must eventually happen
in a system execution. This will usually comprise some form of fairness meaning
for example that every continuously enabled action must eventually appear as a
state transition in an execution.

Finally note that the set of behaviors generatable by a program A calculates
to:

Prop(A) = Prop(I) \ Prop(�) \ L

A program A satis�es a property p i� Prop(A) � p (in this case we sometimes
say that p holds for A). A speci�cation is a property which de�nes a set of
\intended" behaviors of a program. A program A is correct with respect to a
speci�cation S if A satis�es S.
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2.3 Re�nement

In a speci�cation we would like to abstract away from the low level implemen-
tation details of the underlying machine architecture. Thus, we want state tran-
sitions of low level variables to appear as stuttering steps in a high level speci-
�cation. This leads to the notion of internal and external variables. Think of V
as being divided into two disjoint sets Vi and Ve of variables called internal and
external variables, respectively. Now let the internal variables be hidden from
the state by a projection function �, i.e. for a state s, �(s) denotes the part of
the state which refers to Ve only. We can extend � to behaviors by de�ning �(�)
to be the sequence of states obtained by applying � to every successive state in
�. Thus, changes to internal variables appear in �(�) as stuttering steps. Con-
sequently, �(�) is that part of � which is \externally visible". The projection �
can naturally be extended to properties by applying � to every element of that
property. Thus, for a property p, �(p) is called the set of external behaviors.

This leads to the central concept of re�nement. A program A2 re�nes a
program A1 for function � (denoted A1 v� A2 or simply A1 v A2) if �(A2)
satis�es A1. Here, A2 can be viewed as a \lower level program" implementing a
\higher level program" A1. The lower level program A2 can contain new internal
variables which are necessary at the lower level of abstraction. In such cases the
function � is usually called a re�nement mapping [1]. Naturally, A2 can further
be re�ned to some program A3. The distinction between internal and external
variables may be di�erent at lower levels; an internal variable v of A2 is not
visible to program A1, but must be an external variable of A3.

2.4 Processes and Communication

When modeling a distributed system we must in some form deal with the notion
of a process. This can be done by partitioning the set of variables of a program
at a given level of abstraction into n subsets, one for every process p1; : : : ; pn.
Usually this is done in such a way that for each pair of processes there exists a
\shared" variable which is part of the state of both processes. Variables which
are not shared are commonly called internal variables which is an indication
that the abstraction of a process is closely related to the notion of re�nement.
(Consequently, shared variables are external variables of both processes.) Shared
variables can be read by both processes. However, shared variables are further
divided into input variables and output variables : a variable v shared between
two processes pi and pj is an input variable of pi if it is only written by pj ;
equally, if v is only written by pi we call it an output variable of pi. Intuitively,
what is an input variable for pi is an output variable for pj . This usually signi�es
the direction of information ow between two processes.

If a process is viewed as a subsystem in the sense de�ned in the introduction,
then input and output variables form the interface of this subsystem. Commu-
nication is achieved between two processes by assigning/reading values to/from
the output/input variables, respectively. This basic form is known under the
name of synchronous communication. Using processes to model channels it is
easy to see that also asynchronous communication (i.e. message passing) can be
modeled.
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2.5 Detection, Correction and Fault Tolerance

When it comes to fault-tolerance issues, there is some ambiguity in the liter-
ature on the meaning of the central terms fault, error and failure. Usually, a
fault refers to a \low-level" defect in the system which may be physical (e.g. a
bad memory cell which always returns a \0") or somewhat accidental (e.g. a
programming mistake). A fault can cause an error which is a term of the system
state, i.e. whenever a fault results in an abnormal change of the system state,
an error occurs. Finally, we speak of a failure if a system deviates from its cor-
rectness speci�cation [38, 28, 22]. Failures at some lower level of abstraction can
again be faults on a higher level.

There is strong evidence [19, 6, 7] that all fault tolerance mechanisms can
be structured along the two distinct notions of detection and correction. Briey
spoken, detection means to observe a detection predicate P on the system state,
and correction means to impose a correction predicate Q on the system (both no-
tions seem to be formal equivalents of what is usually called error detection and
error processing [38]). The abstract components used to achieve this function-
ality are called detectors and correctors (they are analogous to modules usually
known as sensors and actuators). In fact it can be shown [6] that special forms
of detectors and correctors are necessary and su�cient to achieve the usual types
of fault tolerance.

We will not de�ne the term fault tolerance yet because there are various no-
tions of fault tolerance. An intuitive understanding of fault tolerance as \main-
taining some form of correctness in the presence of faults" su�ces for the un-
derstanding of the following sections. In them, we will show how enhancing an
originally fault-intolerant program with fault-tolerance components, as well as
modeling the e�ects of physical faults can be seen and formulated as a transfor-
mation.

3 Transformations at the Subsystem Level

In our context we will think of subsystems as being processes at a given level of
abstraction that interact through their interface with other processes.

3.1 Program Transformation for Detection/Correction

First we look at programs and investigate how adding fault-tolerance components
for detection and correction can be viewed as a program transformation. The
starting point for all these methods is that a fault-tolerant program can be always
separated into a basic (i.e. fault intolerant) program and a set of fault-tolerance
components or modules.

Early work on transformations for fault tolerance have focused on correction
mechanisms, most notably the method of checkpointing with forward or back-
ward recovery [41, 42, 53]. It was assumed that detection was done by \lower-
level" hardware mechanisms that indicated a fault by raising a boolean ag.
Upon fault detection, a recovery procedure would eventually be invoked which
acted as a \fault handler".

First, a program A must be transformed into a program that periodically
takes checkpoints, i.e. it stores its state onto a form of available stable storage.
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This can be done easily by doubling (or tripling) the variables and adding a timer
to the program (such a timer can be implemented by reference to a real-time
clock or by simply decrementing a counter after every state transition). When
the timer expires, a subroutine is executed which stores the important parts
of the program state into the replicated variables, and subsequently resumes
normal operation of A.

A checkpointing transformation C is given formally by Liu and Joseph [42,
p. 154]. The checkpointing subroutine is an atomic action added to a program
A. Due to the fair but nondeterministic choice of actions, the resulting program
C(A) will take checkpoints after a �nite time.

In a di�erent paper, Peled and Joseph [53] explicitly superimpose an interrupt
mechanism and implement a \timer interrupt handler" that takes checkpoints
at periodic intervals indicated by a lower-level timer component. They use two
distinct sets of checkpointing variables to which the timer interrupt handler al-
ternately writes its checkpoints. They also give a straightforward implementation
of the handler procedure [53, p. 109].

As mentioned above, recovery is invoked when a boolean ag f indicating a
fault is raised. Similar to the checkpointing transformation, a recovery action [42,
p. 155] or a failure interrupt handler [53, p. 109] is invoked which restores the
program state to the last checkpoint. The associated recovery transformation R
adds the relevant recovery actions to the original program A and augments the
liveness property of A in such a way that upon setting f , the recovery actions are
eventually executed. Usually, the checkpointing/recovery variables are internal
variables of the process and so they are not visible at the interface.

While not naming it a transformation, Arora and Kulkarni [6] have explored
similar approaches and have extended them also to fault detection. A detector d
is an abstract (program) component which signals that some predicate P holds
on the system state. Obviously, the precise implementation of d depends on P
and so a general detection transformation must also depend on P . Analogously,
the implementation of a corrector depends on the correction predicate Q which
is to be imposed on the system state.

Application of concrete program transformations using detectors and correc-
tors appear in various case studies [8, 32, 7]. In general, these papers do not focus
so much on the transformation aspect but rather on questions of completeness
and modularity of the methodology. Also they stress that detectors and correc-
tors must be designed in an interference-free way, i.e. that they to not obstruct
the \normal" behavior of the underlying program. Applications of detector and
corrector transformations in the context of program synthesis have been studied
by Arora, Attie and Emerson [4], where solutions to the mutual exclusion and
the barrier synchronization problem are derived. This is done by deriving the
necessary program transformations from the faults which are assumed to be in
the system. Similar approaches which focus on a well-chosen failure assumption
are, for example, described by Schlichting and Schneider [60], Schneider [61],
Neiger and Toueg [48] and by Katz and Perry [31]. This shows, how important
it is to have a detailed description of the faults that are deemed possible in the
system. Ways of describing this in a transformational manner are described next.
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3.2 Program Transformation for Fault Modeling

As noted above, some formalisms assume that the occurrence of a fault is signaled
by raising a boolean ag f . This can be done by lower-level detection mechanism
or (as also discussed above) by using a speci�c detector component at the same
level of abstraction. If f is truthi�ed by an underlying hardware detection mech-
anism, the change of f can also be viewed as the direct result of a fault together
with its other (mostly unknown) e�ects on the program state. This leads to a
formal approach to model faults and their e�ects in a transformational way. The
idea behind this method is based on the observation that systems change their
state as a result of two quite di�erent event classes: normal system operation
and fault occurrences [11]. Thus, a fault can be modeled as an unwanted but
nevertheless possible state transition of a process. This state transition can be
viewed as an additional action initiated by a (malicious) environment.

As an example, consider a process which runs on a processor employed in
some form of spacecraft. A problem inuencing such objects in orbit is the radi-
ation of cosmic rays which have a direct e�ect on electronic devices, especially
volatile memory. In general, such rays can upset the contents of volatile memory
and cause a transition to an arbitrary state. This is the classic example of a
transient fault. It can be modeled by adding a state transition of the form

true ! state := hrandom statei

We call such an action a fault action.
The idea of fault actions is usually attributed to Cristian [11] but similar ideas

appear also in a not so widely circulated paper by Echtle [14]. The method has
been incorporated into a transformational approach by Liu and Joseph [41, 42].
In these approaches, the error ag f does not only signal a fault, but it also
disables all regular program actions of the program A (not its recovery actions
of course). This can be done by adding :f as an additional conjunct to the
guards of all these actions. As long as f = true, only actions from an additional
set of fault actions are active and can be executed.

This results in a fault transformation F as follows: a new \error" variable f
is added to the set of variables of A and a special set of fault actions is added to
the set of actions. The guards of all previously present (regular) program actions
is augmented to contain :f as an additional conjunct. Also, the fault actions
are built in such a way that they always truthify f once they are executed. So
if A is a program, then F (A) resembles the program running under the fault
assumption encoded in F . The program A0 = F (A) is called the fault-a�ected
version of A (in general, the F -a�ected version of A). Note that f may or may not
be part of the observable system state: if lower-level detection mechanisms exist,
f is usually assumed to be a regular program variable. But f may also simply
be a variable of the mathematical formalism used to reason about fault-a�ected
processes, as described next.

The transformational approach has been generalized by Arora and Gouda
[5], Liu and Joseph [44, 45], and G�artner [17]. In these approaches, the fault-
a�ected version of A results from simply adding a set of fault actions to the set
of actions of A. This can be seen as the parallel execution of regular program
actions of A with fault actions. In contrast to Liu and Joseph [44], it is argued
by Arora and Kulkarni [7] and by G�artner [17] that the introduction of auxiliary
error variables into the state of A is necessary to be able to model all of the
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common failure models from distributed systems theory (such as fail-stop [60],
crash [21], general omission [55] or Byzantine [37]).

As an example consider a process consisting of a single variable v and an
action

v > 0! v := v � 1

We want to derive a version of this process under the crash fault assumption. This
means that the process fails by simply stopping to execute steps forever. This can
be modeled by introducing an additional boolean variable up and augmenting
the process's code as follows:

v > 0 ^ up ! v := v � 1

true ! up := false

Obviously, such a transformation can be formalized. However, the generality
of this type of fault transformation must usually be restricted by additional
\global" assumptions at the system level. As we are presently acting on the
subsystem level, we will pick up this aspect again later (in Sect. 4.2).

Formal examples of other fault transformations are given by G�artner [17].
It should be noted that equivalent methods to model the e�ects of faults have
also appeared using the formalism of Petri nets. For example, Girault [20] and
V�olzer [63] both describe how to model faulty behavior and reason about it by
superimposing a special Petri net onto the representation of a program.

3.3 From Program to Speci�cation Transformations

Program transformations for detection, correction or fault modeling are not very
useful on their own. Usually we want to reason about the transformed program
and prove it correct with respect to some speci�cation. It should be clear by
now that this is in fact possible: explicitly incorporating faults into the program
makes it possible to easily adapt the usual formalisms for reasoning about fault-
free programs to now reason about their fault-a�ected counterparts.

However, we need a speci�cation to prove correctness. If we perform a pro-
gram transformation onto a low-level program A, often the externally visible
behavior will change. For example, if a process fault occurs and its execution
has to be reset to the most recent checkpoint, all output operations at the in-
terface that were performed after the checkpoint was taken will be repeated.

We can obviously transfer the concepts of a transformation to the speci�-
cation level. However, since we are at a di�erent level of abstraction, there are
di�erent issues involved in this process. Peled and Joseph [53, Def. 3.2] have in-
troduced the useful notion of correspondence between a program transformation
and a speci�cation transformation. A speci�cation transformation U corresponds
to program transformation T if U satis�es the following condition: for all pro-
grams P , if P has a property �, then T (P ) has the property U(�). This de�nition
is visualized in Fig. 2. If some property � holds for a program P , then this rela-
tion must also hold after the transformation.
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Figure 2: De�nition of correspondence between U and T .

3.4 Speci�cation Transformation for Detection/Correction

As mentioned above, detection and correction mechanisms will usually be hidden
from outside observers by declaring their variables as being internal ones to the
process. Also, it is often noted that fault-tolerance mechanisms within a process
should be totally transparent to the other processes when no faults occur. This
means that the work of detection and correction mechanisms will usually appear
as stuttering steps at the process interface.

Sometimes it will be necessary to make detection mechanisms visible at the
interface, for example when a process crashes and has been restarted, it is often
useful for neighboring processes to know of this fact [3]. Thus, the speci�cation of
a process will then contain an additional \epoch" variable. Generally, detection
and correction mechanisms must be reected within the speci�cations of pro-
cesses if they are part of \larger" detection and correction mechanisms, possibly
at a higher level of abstraction. This is discussed in more detail when dealing
with speci�cation transformations at the system level in Sect. 4.

But even if the detection/correction mechanisms do not appear at the pro-
cess interface, introducing them will obviously transform a lower level process
speci�cation. At this level, detectors and correctors will appear in the form of
their abstract speci�cations (as presented by Arora and Kulkarni [6]). Peled and
Joseph [53, p. 111] give an example of such a transformation for the case of a
backward recovery algorithm. The transformation can be divided into a �xed
part Rf and a speci�cation dependent part Rd. The �xed part Rf describes
those properties of the added recovery module which are independent of the
program to which they are added, so they do not directly alter its speci�cation.
The speci�cation dependent part Rd of the transformation describes the inter-
action between the original program and the recovery module. (Note that the
transformation does not refer to a particular program but to its speci�cation.)

For example, consider a simple database server. It's job is to receive query
request messages sent by clients and respond to these messages by sending the
requested item back to the client. The speci�cation S of this server could be
described as follows:

{ (safety) a server response is never wrong, i.e. it always reects an uncor-
rupted state of the database.

{ (liveness) the server will eventually respond to every request.

Assume there are faults that once in a while corrupt the state of the database,
but these faults are detected by some lower level mechanism by raising some ag
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f (i.e. we are only looking at the speci�cation transformation for correction, not
detection). How do the �xed part Rf and speci�cation dependent part Rd of a
checkpointing/recovery mechanism look like?

The �xed part Rf will add to S something like the following two properties:

{ (liveness) a checkpoint will eventually be taken.
{ (safety) checkpoints are taken \correctly" (i.e. there always exists a correct
checkpoint, and the checkpointing procedure installs a new checkpoint unless
f holds).

Note that these two properties are independent of S, i.e. they specify the speci-
�cation independent part of R.

As assumed, faults can lead to program states in which the integrity of the
database has been destroyed. As this is detected immediately, there will be no
\incorrect" responses of the server. However, any state speci�ed by S may be
\wasted" because a fault may occur before the next checkpoint is taken. The
state is wasted because actions taken in this step must be re-performed. Also,
in case of faults, a state may be delayed by recovery actions. This leads to the
speci�cation dependent part Rd of R. It states that any program state of S can
be \delayed" by wasted states or recovery states. In general, Rd ensures that
(after taking away the checkpointing states) the transformed program acts like
the original program when wasted or recovery states are removed. (Formally, Rd

is de�ned recursively on formulas of the speci�cation language [53, p. 111].)
Overall, the transformation R can thus be designated as

S0 = R(S) = Rf \Rd(S)

The e�ect of such a transformation on the visible behavior p of the process can
be evaluated when inspecting �(p). As discussed in Sect. 2 this is the projection
of the behaviors to the external variables (Peled and Joseph call this concealment
[53]). In general, if (after applying a transformation R for detection/correction
to a process) these mechanisms become visible at the interface of a process
with speci�cation S, then S0 = R(S) will contain more behaviors. Thus, the
speci�cation transformation will make S weaker.

3.5 Speci�cation Transformation for Fault Modeling

The e�ects of faults on process speci�cations have been studied more widely
than the e�ects of transformations for detection and correction. This is possibly
due to the fact that the description of possible process failures is the starting
point for any fault-tolerance consideration. Like in speci�cation transformations
for detection/correction, transformations for fault modeling will usually weaken
the speci�cation of a process. We call this the enlargening behavior property of
faults. Nordahl [50, p. 69] calls the resulting process speci�cation a failure mode,
others call it fault assumption [16], failure semantics [41, 12] or (in analogy to the
term `fault-a�ected version') simply fault-a�ected behavior [42]. A failure mode
may be formulated at design time (i.e. when discussing the anticipated fault
scenarios) or at runtime (i.e. when engineers want to describe the observation of
some faulty component). In many papers [50, 24] it is implicitly assumed that
a failure mode is readily available. Obtaining a failure mode, i.e. specifying the
speci�cation transformation F , is however not easy.
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But there are again obvious analogies to speci�cation transformations for
detection and correction. For example, G�artner [18] presents a high level speci-
�cation of the crash failure mode for processes pi as:

{ there is an additional \crashed state" c in the state space,
{ (safety) pi operates according to its original speci�cation as long as it has
not reached c,

{ (safety) once pi has reached c, the successor state is always c again (i.e. pi
cannot leave c),

{ (liveness) eventually pi will reach c.

Like the speci�cation transformations of Sect. 3.4, this describes a transforma-
tion F which can be separated into a �xed part and a speci�cation-dependent
part. Obviously F does not inuence any safety properties of the original pro-
gram A, but it will \destroy" all liveness properties.

Others have described these transformations as proof rules in a veri�cation
calculus. For example, Joseph et al. [30] present a rule [30, rule R10] which makes
it possible to derive an assertion about the \failure-prone process execution" in
the fail-stop-recover failure model. However, this proof rule only covers the safety
properties of a process.

Schepers [58, 59] also describes the notion of a speci�cation transformation
and calls it a fault hypothesis [58, p. 95]. A fault hypothesis is a reexive relation
� on process behaviors. Whenever a pair of behaviors �1 and �2 is in �, then �2
is de�ned to be the fault-a�ected version of �1. The speci�cation transformation
F (S) can then be easily de�ned as

F (S) = f�2j�1 2 S ^ (�1; �2) 2 �g

Note that the reexivity of � ensures the enlargening behavior property of F .

4 Transformations at the System Level

After studying transformations at the process level, we will now turn to \larger"
systems. However, as a process may be composed of many smaller components
we can expect that many of the issues discussed in Sect. 3 will re-appear in this
section. However, the systems we will consider now can be thought of to be
large and complex distributed systems consisting of many processes, and in fact
there are several \new" issues which are of importance here. These are mainly
concerned with compositionality. This means that for instance we would like
to derive properties at the system level from properties at the subsystem level.
(This should also count for transformations.)

4.1 Program Transformation for Detection/Correction

In large distributed systems without a common global time frame, di�erent ob-
servers can come to di�erent conclusions whether a predicate over the system
state holds or not [62]. For simplicity (and for the sentence \P holds globally"
to make sense), we will assume that there is a hypothetical global observer who
can determine the truth of general state predicates instantaneously. But even if
such an observer is postulated, practically imposing a correction predicate Q on
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the system state or even detecting a predicate P is usually di�cult and cannot
be done atomically.

Returning to the checkpointing/recovery transformations of Liu and Joseph
[42] and of Peled and Joseph [53], this problem manifests itself in multi-page ex-
positions of the distributed recovery algorithms. In the distributed case, a global
checkpoint must be constructed from multiple local checkpoints and the recovery
algorithm must determine the most recent global checkpoint by piecing together
local checkpoints. The concept that helps piece together local checkpoints and
prove their usefulness is that of a consistent cut [9, 62]. Briey spoken, a con-
sistent cut is a collection of checkpoints describing a global state that does not
violate causality (e.g. in which every message received has also been sent etc.).
The local modules must engage in some form of correction protocol to reach
agreement on the set of local checkpoints to use. The problems and complica-
tions encountered signify the intricacies faced when composing local concepts to
global ones. But in general, this example shows that the local transformations
of Sect. 3.1 can be composed to system-wide transformations.

4.2 Program Transformation for Fault Modeling

Local transformations of programs for fault modeling can also be generalized to
global transformations in the obvious way that a local transformation is applied
to every process of the system. However, this models only the local fault assump-
tion which is not useful on its own. To see this, consider a distributed system
with n processes running under the crash fault assumption. To model the e�ects
of this assumption, the local crash transformation is applied to every process.
Now obviously, this is a system in which all processes may crash; but if all pro-
cesses may crash, the system cannot guarantee any liveness property. Thus, a
global fault assumption is necessary that restricts the local transformations in a
certain way.

The terms local and global fault assumption were coined by Nordahl [49],
but they have appeared before in many di�erent shades. For example, it is often
assumed that faults are restricted to a limited number of fault regions [22] (or
fault locations). In practice these are assumptions like \at most t < n processes
may crash" or \at most one third of the processes goes Byzantine". In general,
it is necessary to have a �nite error behavior assumption [40, p. 27], meaning
one of the following requirements:

{ For a fault action f , there exists an upper bound on the number of times f
may be executed.

{ For a fault action f , once f has occurred, there exists a lower bound on the
number of other state transitions which must take place before f is allowed to
occur again (this is especially important for real-time fault-tolerant systems).

For example, the assumption that \at most one third of the processes goes
Byzantine" assumes that

1. turning a process into a Byzantine processes can be done only �nitely many
times (here: at most n=3 times). This is captured by the �rst requirement.
It is also assumed that
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2. the fault actions of a Byzantine process cannot monopolize the system (i.e.,
the \rest" of the system must be able to perform state transitions and thus
make progress while a Byzantine process is executing). This is covered by
the second requirement.

Without a �nite error behavior assumption it is easy to show that achieving
fault tolerance is impossible.

V�olzer [63] calls local fault assumptions the impact model of faults, and the
global fault assumption the rely speci�cation. The fundamental di�erence be-
tween both types of assumptions is that the former e�ectively adds behavior to
a given system, while the latter restricts the additional behavior again. Both
fault assumptions are always needed and must be applicable in the veri�cation
process to prevent unsolvability (like in the crash example from above).

4.3 Speci�cation Transformation for Detection/Correction

Naturally, the distinction between local and global requirements re-appears also
at the speci�cation level. A composed low-level program transformation has
the same notion of correspondence to a high-level speci�cation transformation
at the system level as at the subsystem level (cf. Sect. 3.3). However, global
requirements are reected in the way how the local processes are connected or
interact. Nordahl [50] introduces the concept of a design [50, p. 68]. For example,
take a ring of processes which can pass a token via shared variables. Every
process has a speci�cation Si and the token ring has an overall speci�cation S.
The design of the token ring is the way in which the individual processes are
connected (how input and output variables interact) to overall satisfy S, given
that every process satis�es Si.

Formally, a design for an n-process system is a tuple consisting of n process
speci�cations S1; : : : ; Sn and a function C from Sn to S, where S denotes the
set of all speci�cations. The mapping C is a combinator in the sense of CSP
[25], e.g. parallel composition, union, or some composed construct. Note that C
is not a speci�cation transformation in the sense used throughout this article; it
is merely a means to derive a global speci�cation from local speci�cations.

4.4 Speci�cation Transformation for Fault Modeling

As mentioned above, a speci�cation S of a (fault-intolerant) system may not
be solvable under a su�ciently hostile fault assumption. However, adding fault
tolerance components and some well-chosen design may result in a system which
satis�es a property close or equal to S. A speci�cation transformation F should
reect this and preferably be able to derive the strongest speci�cation S0 = F (S)
which is solvable under the fault assumption encoded in F .

Again, local transformations can be composed to global transformations. But
we have discussed already in Sect. 4.2 that the global fault assumption needs to
be encoded within the transformation as well. Recall that the set of behaviors
of a system A can be described as

Prop(A) = Prop(I) \ Prop(�) \ L

where I is the initial predicate, � is the transition relation and L is the system's
liveness property. The local fault assumptions, encoded as additional actions,
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will usually add state transitions and augment � to some �f . In general, the
global fault assumption could be any property of the system, i.e. a conjunction
of a safety property Gs and a liveness property Gl which must hold and thus
are simply conjoined. Thus the properties of the transformed program F (A)
calculate to:

Prop(F (A)) = Prop(I) \ Prop(�f ) \Gs \Gl \ L

A result of Abadi and Lamport [2, Theorem 1] states, thatGl can be (and usually
is already) incorporated into the system's liveness property L, so the global fault
assumption will always be describeable as a safety property (this is conjectured
by G�artner [18] and implicitly assumed by Liu et al. [43, 44, 42, 45]). In result,
the global speci�cation transformation F can be characterized by the following
equation:

Prop(F (A)) = Prop(I) \ Prop(�f ) \Gs \ L

As an example, consider a system consisting of n processes under the crash
fault assumption. Every process pi has a local speci�cation Si. We will assume
that Si is a safety property and that the process's liveness properties Li are
encoded in the system's liveness property L. In fault-free executions the system
is guaranteed to satisfy a speci�cation S, which is the composition L\

T
i Si [2].

As we have argued above, the local fault assumption of crash will transform any
local liveness property Li of process pi into Li [ ~Li where ~Li is the property
describing that pi will eventually crash (this is encoded in �f and Lf ). The
global fault assumption G is the safety property \at most t processes crash".
The transformed speci�cation S0 under the crash fault assumption then results
to

S0 = F (S) = Prop(I) \ Prop(�f ) \G \ Lf

An implementation of a crash action within �f could look something like

true ! up := false

and G would contain all behaviors where this action is executed on at most t
processes.

It is argued by Liu and Joseph [43, 44] (and more generally discussed by
Abadi and Lamport [2, p. 94]) that the global fault assumption G can also be
incorporated into the system's state transition relation �f . This seems clear since
the alternative implementation of, for example, the crash action of a process
could look like this:

\less than t processes have crashed"! up := false

This implementation incorporates G into �f . However, separation of the fault
assumption into a local and a global one seems to separate concerns better and
thus makes the fault transformation easier to describe. Before doing calculations
in mechanical correctness proofs, it will probably be more convenient to trans-
form the formula into the simpler version, where G is contained in �f [43, 44].
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5 Fault-Tolerance Speci�cation and Veri�cation Techniques

The previous sections have presented several di�erent notions of transformations.
This section now tries to answer the central question, how these transformations
can help in the speci�cation and veri�cation of fault-tolerant systems. First
we will present some general de�nitions of fault tolerance and then consider
speci�cation and proof methodologies.

5.1 De�nitions of Fault Tolerance

A widely cited formal de�nition of fault tolerance was presented by Arora and
Gouda [5]. It assumes that faults are modeled as a program transformation F .
A system A is fault tolerant for a speci�cation S if F (A) satis�es S. People
confronted with this de�nition usually object and say that given some system A
which satis�es S, F (A) will usually not satisfy S anymore due to the introduced
faults. But this is exactly the decisive point of the de�nition: for S to hold for
F (A), A must already contain fault tolerance mechanisms; faults from F are
tolerated.

The de�nition of Arora and Gouda [5] (which conforms with those of Liu and
Joseph [41, 42] and Weber [64]) always refer to a complete system at a given
level of abstraction. They do not explicitly deal with components and their in-
teraction with each other. The distinction between the fault-tolerance properties
of subsystems and the fault tolerance of a design is made by Nordahl [50]. In
his approach, a system is explicitly composed of n subsystems and a design. As
mentioned in Sect. 4.3, a design is a description of how the components interact.
A design C is called fault tolerant for a system speci�cation S and a combi-
nation of subsystem speci�cations S1; : : : ; Sn if C(S1; : : : ; Sn) satis�es S. This
means that a fault-tolerant design guarantees S if each component guarantees
Si. (The de�nition is also implicitly used by Schepers [58].) Note that a design
is fault tolerant with respect to a single combination of subsystem speci�cations
S1; : : : ; Sn. The individual Si can be an original subsystem speci�cation or the
weakened speci�cation of a subsystem running under a fault assumption. To say
that a design is fault tolerant with respect to a general fault assumption F , one
must show that it is fault tolerant with respect to any possible combination of
subsystem speci�cations allowed by F .

For example, consider a \hot-standby" system consisting of two replicated
servers A1 and A2 which each are able to provide a service according to some
speci�cation S to the outside world. Usually, server A1 runs and provides the
service, but our fault assumption F states that at most one of the two servers
may crash. If A2 crashed, service can continue normally. But to tolerate the crash
of A1, a coordination component is introduced which, after detecting the crash,
will instruct A2 to take over the role of A1. This is documented in the design
of the hot standby system. Proving that the hot standby design is fault tolerant
means to show that the composed system satis�es S in the three cases where
(1) A1 and A2 satisfy S, (2) only A1 satis�es S and A2 has crashed, and (3)
only A2 satis�es S and A1 has crashed. Note that the design is independent of
the particular service which A1 and A2 are delivering so this approach makes it
possible to abstract from a particular implementation of subsystems and restrict
the attention to, e.g., the recovery protocol or redundancy mechanism used by
the components.
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Rushby [57] calls the approaches of the �rst type (i.e. Arora and Gouda [5]
and others) calculational and those of the second type (i.e. Nordahl [50] and
others) speci�cation approaches. Both approaches de�ne fault tolerance with
respect to a speci�cation S0, which is called the tolerance speci�cation [18]. In
many cases the speci�cation S0 is equal to the original correctness speci�cation S;
this is usually referred to as masking fault tolerance [50, 58, 7]. But sometimes,
S0 is some acceptably degraded (i.e., weaker) version of S [39]; this is called
fail-softness [50] or graceful degradation [24].

5.2 Speci�cation and Proof Methodologies

To rigorously prove that a system A is fault tolerant with respect to a spec-
i�cation S, we need a precise fault assumption (in the form of a program or
speci�cation transformation) and must check the validity of one of the de�ni-
tions above by using some (formal) veri�cation system. In the literature, there
exist a variety of alternative methodologies to do that.

5.2.1 Using Traditional Methods

As the e�ects of faults are modeled as regular program actions, the calculational
approaches to the de�nition of fault tolerance [5] can use the same methods for
the veri�cation of fault-tolerant systems than those used to reason about fault-
intolerant systems. This means that the approach will work independently of the
underlying formalism. In the literature, TLA [34] (used by Liu and Joseph [44,
45]), CCS (used by Janowski [29]), and variations of Unity [10] (see Arora and
Kulkarni [7] and Liu and Joseph [41]) have been applied. Speci�cation methods
can derive the validity of their proof rules from sound composition rules of the
underlying formalism. Examples exist which build on CSP [25] (used by Joseph
et al. [30], Nordahl [50] and Peleska [54]).

The traditional methods have the advantage that they are well understood,
people are well-customized with their application and so existing veri�cation
tools can be re-used in the context of fault tolerance. However, it is a well-known
fact that introducing faults and fault-tolerance mechanisms increases the com-
plexity of the veri�cation task substantially. And so specialized proof methods
can be of use, as explained next.

5.2.2 Compositionally Complete Speci�cation Transformations

Peled and Joseph [53] have introduced an interesting proof method which builds
on their de�nition of correspondence between program and speci�cation trans-
formations. Recall that a program transformation T and a speci�cation trans-
formation U correspond, if all properties � of some program P re-appear at
the transformed level, i.e. T (P ) has property U(�) (recall Fig. 2). The idea be-
hind the proof method is depicted in Fig. 3, which is a slight adaption of Fig. 2.
The proof rule states that (1) if a property � holds for a program P , and (2)
U(�) implies  , then  holds for T (P ). For this rule to be valid, T and U must
correspond.

Although Peled and Joseph only discuss recovery transformations in this
context, the proof rule can also be useful if T and U are transformations for
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Figure 3: Idea behind Peled and Joseph's proof rule.

fault modeling. For example, assume that T is some fault transformation and
U is the corresponding speci�cation transformation. It is now quite easy to see
which properties of P are maintained under the fault assumption by applying U
to them. It is not necessary anymore to \calculate" them from inspecting T (P ).

Analogously, assume T is some complicated recovery transformation. Then
we can �rst prove that P has a property �, apply the transformation U to �
and the derive properties of T (P ) without looking at its code. The advantage
lies mainly in the fact that reasoning at the speci�cation level can be automated
more easily than reasoning at the program level (because it is at a higher level
of abstraction). There is no need to consider the complicated code of T (P ).
If we can derive all existing properties of T (P ) in this way, the speci�cation
transformation U is called compositionally complete [53, p. 104]. However, the
drawback of this method is that you �rst have to prove that two transformations
T and U correspond (which even in small cases is rather di�cult) and that not
every speci�cation transformation is compositionally complete.

5.2.3 Fault-Tolerant Re�nement

In the de�nition of Arora and Gouda [5], the fault transformation F is under-
stood as a transformation at the program level. Liu and Joseph [41, 42] view F
as a general formula transformation on a given level of abstraction. This makes
it possible to extend the de�nition of fault tolerance to that of a fault-tolerant
re�nement relation.

This has resulted in a well-developed method for constructing provably fault-
tolerant programs. Let A1 and A2 be two systems and F a fault transformation
describing the faults possible in A2. Then A2 is an F -tolerant re�nement of
A1 (denoted A1 vF A2) if F (A2) re�nes A1. Hence, A2 can be viewed as a
\fault-tolerant version" of A1 with respect to F .

Using the regular notion of re�nement together with fault transformations
at di�erent levels of abstraction, one can use a re�nement calculus [1] to derive
fault-tolerant programs from tolerance speci�cations as follows: we start with a
top level (tolerance) speci�cation of some program A0. We must then re�ne A0

into a suitable program A1 such that A0 vF1 A1, i.e. A0 v F1(A1), where F1 is
a fault transformation at that level of abstraction. (Remember that a re�nement
step may introduce new internal variables and actions.) This process can be
repeated until a program Ak is derived which is detailed enough to be turned
into executable code.
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At every level of abstraction, Fi will either change nothing (in the case of
masking fault tolerance) or add an indication of faulty behavior (for example by
weakening a component speci�cation). If the latter takes place, we have reached
a level of abstraction in which faults have a visible e�ect. At this point the
re�nement process must introduce measures which ensure that the re�nement
relation still holds, i.e. apply a transformation for detection/correction at that
level.

The methodology of fault-tolerant re�nement is very attractive since it trans-
fers the paradigm of stepwise re�nement [65] to the fault-tolerance domain. This
means that the complexity of proving fault tolerance is broken down into a lot
of small and more manageable steps (see, for example, the case studies by Lam-
port and Merz [36] and by Peleska [54]). However, besides having to specify the
fault assumption at many di�erent levels of abstraction, we are faced with the
same problems that usual re�nement methods have to deal with, namely the
cumbersome task of �nding re�nements and proving the re�nement relation [1].

5.2.4 Multitolerance

The concept of multitolerance was developed by Arora and Kulkarni [7] in con-
nection with their theory of detectors and correctors [6]. The idea of multitoler-
ance is to divide the global fault assumption F into multiple and smaller fault
assumptions Fi and handle them independently.

For example, let F be the composition of two fault transformations F1 and F2,
i.e. F (A) = F2(F1(A)). Now considering F1 we can transform A into a suitable
F1-tolerant A1, which is obtained by applying an appropriate detector/corrector
transformation T1 to A. The same transformation can be done to A1 regarding
F2 resulting in an F2-tolerant A2 = T2(T1(A)). The construction process will
guarantee certain properties of A2 dependent on the concrete realization of T1
and T2. Additional proof obligations arise from the necessity to show the inter-
ference freedom of T1 and T2, i.e. to show that T2 does not destroy properties
introduced by T1 and vice versa. Formally, T1 and T2 must be shown to commute.

6 Discussion

Many of the techniques presented in the previous section use various di�erent
notions of transformations. Their exposition should have shown, that the dis-
tinction between system and subsystem level, as well as the distinction between
program and speci�cation was only made for expository purposes: systems are
subsystems at higher levels of abstraction; equally, programs are speci�cations at
lower levels of abstraction. Transformations can appear at any level in suitable
forms.

This is the �rst main point of this article: transformations are a general
concept which is useful independently of the level of abstraction and the type
of behavior which should be modeled. To separate concerns, transformations
should be partitioned into a �xed part (which is independent of the transformed
object) and a dependent part. Concerning compositionality, an aspect is to dis-
tinguish between the local part of a transformation (used for reasoning about
components) and a global part (used to reason about the composition of subsys-
tems). When applied to systems, the local part will be a general property and
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the global part only a safety property. Generally, all notions of fault tolerance
can be characterized by the statement, that a transformed version of a program
must satisfy a transformed version of a speci�cation.

In calculational approaches, the e�ect of a fault transformation F onto the
behavior of a system must be \calculated". This is sometimes di�cult since a
fault may only a�ect some small part of the system and the changes to the
global behavior might not be evident. In speci�cation approaches, these calcu-
lations are avoided by assuming a speci�cation transformation which gives the
fault-a�ected behavior of a component directly. Then, by compositional reason-
ing, the properties of the complete system can be derived. Hence, both methods
can be combined: the calculational approach to derive degraded speci�cations of
components, and the speci�cation approach to reason about composed systems.
However, it should be noted that research in reasoning about composed speci�-
cations has mostly only handled safety properties [58, 59, 30]. Trying to compose
speci�cations that also contain liveness properties involves many intricacies and
appears far from trivial [2].

Despite their obvious advantages, the di�culty of applying the methods de-
scribed in the previous sections in practice must not be underestimated. This
counts no matter whether mechanical veri�cation is the goal or whether hierar-
chically structured, hand-written proofs are used [36, 35]. The examples which
have been presented in the literature [50, 41, 42, 44, 45, 54, 36] have been small
and academic. While the specialized methods of Sect. 5 may allow to lessen
the complexity burden of fault-tolerance considerations, they always impose ad-
ditional proof obligations. Furthermore, it has been repeatedly underlined by
Rushby [57] that formal methods (including those described in this survey) give
no real evidence for attaching some reliability numbers to a system. Even if an
algorithm has been veri�ed to have a speci�c fault-tolerance property, it is dif-
�cult to say actually how reliable the resulting system is. Also, fault-tolerance
properties are often jeopardized by malfunctions of the underlying operating
system. Thus, formal methods can only be seen in complement with the usual
methods of testing and fault injection [15, 26].

However, tools exists today which o�er the possibility to realize the proof
methodologies in practice. Most notably there are PVS [52], and recently also
VSE [27], which seems especially useful because of its re�nement mechanism.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a survey of methods to specify and verify fault-tolerant sys-
tems which are based on a notion of transformations. Transformations are a
general concept and almost anything where there is a notion of \change" can
be formulated as a transformation. So it has been interesting to formulate fault
tolerance methodologies which do not directly refer to the notion of a transfor-
mation (e.g. multitolerance [7]) within this framework. This seems to be an indi-
cation as if every veri�able fault-tolerance method (e.g. fail-stop processors [60]
or the state machine approach [61]) can be formulated in this way. Transforma-
tions o�er the potential of being automated and often a transformation makes it
possible to re-use many parts of an existing proof within a new (fault-tolerance)
context. Thus, transformational formulations can help aid the mechanical ver-
i�cation of fault-tolerant systems. However, more case studies and experiences
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are needed.
Open problems stated by other authors are the e�ects of choosing open or

closed systems on recovery transformations [53, p. 113] the problems of conjoin-
ing/transforming liveness properties [2, 53] and incorporating real-time into the
formalisms and proof methods [44, 45, 36, 51]. How to systematically derive
fault-tolerance speci�cations from fault assumptions has also been described as
di�cult [50] and, despite general attempts [24] and case studies [18] has remained
unsolved.

Weber [64] noted in 1989 that the area of security might bene�t from results
in the fault-tolerance domain, since the properties which have to be ensured
seem similar. However, it has been argued [47] that many security properties
are \higher-order" properties meaning that they cannot be expressed as sets of
traces and thus fall outside of the safety/liveness domain. It is unclear whether
there also exist similarly sensible higher-order properties in the domain of fault
tolerance.

Answers to all these questions are important, since they can potentially im-
prove our understanding of the fundamental methods necessary to build depend-
able distributed systems.
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